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In early 2021, StacksMENA in partnership with 
GIZ Egypt, Pravica, Changelabs and Fixed 
Solutions, launched MENA’s 1st blockchain 
bootcamp, to help entrepreneurs build their 
technology on this new groundbreaking platform

stacksmena.org  |  changelabsme.org

Karim Samra | Changelabs CEO

“We’ve created in partnership with 
Stacks MENA, Pravica and GIZ Egypt, the 
Middle East’s first blockchain bootcamp. 
This program is going to help young 
entrepreneurs rebuild their technology on 
blockchain and  take advantage of this 
incredible new technology firsthand.”

Andreas Ruepp, Head of Project Access
to Financial Services for SMEs | GIZ Egypt

“On behalf of the German Government, we 
are running a project which makes access 
to finance for SMEs easier, but we are also 
focusing on the young enterprises, we 
want to help them get funding more easy.” 
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people running 
the program and
delivering content

$40K

of in-cash and
in-kind funding
provided

Leading
organizations
globally

3 32



To identify the best target applicants, we engaged 
+20 of the region's key ecosystem players as program 
community partners and secured more than +200 
applications across 10 countries

+20
community
partners

3
startups with
female founders

9
participating
startups

$30K
worth of in-cash
and in-kind funding

+50
social media
posts

24
average
age

+10
countries

+500
entrepreneurs

+200
applications

Mohamed Abdou | Stacks MENA Lead

“This program gave an introduction on 
how blockchain works, its great value, 
and how startups can utilise this great 
innovation to change the world.”

Selected community partners
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We admitted 9 leading technology startups 
to the 2021 StacksMENA Bootcamp

Owls is an online community 
where people around the world 
share thoughts, trade advice, 
and tell their story.

OWLS

Valify is an Egypt-based RegTech 
company specializing in digital 
identity infrastructure technology.

TOGO is transforming outdated paper 
receipts into a smart digital form, saving 
money and easing expense tracking.

Stornest is a digital tool that helps individuals 
securely store their legacy information and 
documents to which select designated 
beneficiaries can gain access to.

Bypa-ss is a health-tech startup digitizing 
health information exchange in Egypt, 
empowering care providers and patients 
for  better quality care.

Loy Club is building an interlinked 
blockchain-based loyalty rewards network.

Blockvote is a fast and profitable online 
platform that enables users to have a 
transparent, verified and safe voting system 
via blockchain technology.

Ardkon is the MENAs 1st democratized 
and decentralized LIVE fundraising 
platform that accelerates civic 
engagement & participation.

PASS|APP is a market leader in providing 
mobile access, digital ID and e-payment 
solutions for the physical world, driven by a 
bold vision and commitment to innovation. 

6

95%

8/9

startups 
received 
funding

scored 4 and above 
out of 5 stars on the 
program content

of the startups 
attended completed 
their technology

Vladimir Novachki | Storenest

“We are so excited about this 
innovative program and we 
can’t wait for the hackathon!”
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20 hours hours

hours hours32
of codejams

216
of in-house
hackathon coding

10
hours of industry
sessions with expets

of 1:1 Office Hours
with mentors

Using our groundbreaking outcomes-based 
methodology we came up with 4 main pillars 
that together drove an accelerated learning 
experience with +250 hours of work

Office Hours
with mentors

Industry Sessions
with experts

Pitch Coaching with

Codejams with

Michel Semaan | Ardkon

“Huge thanks to the Stacks Bootcamp 
team, we really feel empowered. You 
guys made us level up so fast! Thank 
you for this experience!”
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The program’s curriculum was built around 3 main blocks, 
followed by a 3 day hackathon- with the objective of helping 
startups build their code on blockchain technology and 
improve their pitch decks.

Learn about Blockchain

Attend Codejams with
Pravica and start building

Continue building the
foundation and fix bugs

Finalize your new
infrastructure and soft launch

Build your Technology Test your Product

March 15th-19th March 22nd-29th March 30th- April 2nd

Understand the impact and 
future of Blockchain industry

Learn how to build 
tech in Blockchain

Relaunch your platform 
on Blockchain

TOPIC

ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE

“It was a very productive program for us
and helped the progress of our startup.”

Payam Ashori - Loy Club

All sessions received
4 stars and above 

Top 3 Ranked sessions

Codejams
with Pravica

Pitch
coaching

Science behind Bitcoin
with Mohamed Abdou

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3

April 
4th-6th

3-day
Hackathon
PITCH-EARN
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Sessions with experts

Role of stacks in MENA revolution
Muneeb Ali | Founder of Stacks
& CEO of Hiro PBC.

Financing the Future of Tech & How
Blockchain is Disrupting the VC industry

Science behind Bitcoin
Mohamed Abdou | Founder & CEO at Pravica
Head of Stacks MENA

Stacks foundation the vision and the mission
Brittany Laughlin | Managing Director
Stacks Foundation
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Mohamed Abdou
Founder & CEO at Pravica

Head of Stacks MENA

Karim Samra
Founder & CEO

Changelabs

Talal Tabbaa
Co-Founder & Chairman

CoinMENA

Ali Saleh
Head of Young Enterprise Finance 

GIZ Egypt

Anwaar AlMahmeed
Managing Director

Republic

Our bespoke 3 week intensive learning program 
featured some of the world’s foremost technology, 
business and investment experts

Mina Philemon | Owls

“I’m so glad to be part of Stacks 
MENA’s Bootcamp and thank you so 
for your effort guys”

Sharif El-Badawi
Founding Managing Partner

Plus Venture Capital +10
hours of

+5
Countries

+10
Companies

+30
mentorship

Experts

Brittany Laughlin
Managing Director
Stacks Foundation

Muneeb Ali
Founder of Stacks
& CEO of Hiro PBC.
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Following the 3 week boot camp, we held a 3 day 
hackathon to help the companies finalise their technology 
and business models and pitch for funding

OWLS

$7,000

stacksmena.org  |  changelabsme.org

discount of hosting
services for all
admitted startups

$9,000
of in-kind services
for the winners

$9,000
of in-kind services
for all the startups

Hosting services
for the winners

Hany Boraie | PassApp

“Thank you all for the amazing bootcamp, 
we learned so much- thanks to everyone 
who organized, sponsored, participated 
and created this awesome experience.”

$1,50030%

Solutionsby
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The program successfully trained 9 companies and 
helped them rebuild their technology on blockchain, 
raise funding, and put them in a strong market 
position going forward 

Negotiated
partnerships

Technology
built

Transformed
business model

Raised
funding
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OWLS
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The bootcamp was featured in multiple
MENA based media outlets 

Featured on

stacksmena.org  |  changelabsme.org

Bishoy Galoaa | Valify

“Thank you so much for the team looking 
forward for the rest of the bootcamp.”

Selected examples of media mentions
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Social Media recap

Total
Engagement

Total
Impressions /views

Total
Reach

638 14,87411,457
Media Numbers

Selected examples of social media posts
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